High efficiency frequency upconversion of photons carrying orbital angular momentum for a quantum information interface
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Abstract: The orbital angular momentum (OAM) of light shows great potential in quantum communication. The transmission wavelength for telecom is usually around 1550 nm, while the common quantum information storage and processing devices based on atoms, ions or NV color centers are for photons in visible regime. Here we demonstrate a quantum information interface based on the frequency upconversion for photons carrying OAM states from telecom wavelength to visible regime by sum-frequency generation with high quantum conversion efficiency. The infrared photons at 1558 nm carrying different OAM values were converted to the visible regime of 622.2 nm, and the OAM value of the signal photons was well preserved in the frequency upconversion process with pump beam in Gaussian profile.

OCIS codes: (190.7220) Upconversion; (230.7405) Optical device, wavelength conversion devices.
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1. Introduction

Light with helical phase structures has been widely used in many fields nowadays since the OAM of light was first found by Allen in 1992 [1]. By taking the advantage of its mechanical torque, optical vortices have been used as optical tweezers [2], optical trapping [3,4] to manipulate particles under micrometers. Furthermore, optical vortices are also applied in a 2-D microscope scanning system to obtain the super resolution microscope image [5]. In recent years, following the pioneering work of entanglement in OAM states of light at single-photon level [6], great progress has been made in OAM encoded quantum cryptography [7] and high-dimensional entanglement [8,9]. Besides these ground-breaking experiments on the fundamental research, using the OAM of light as photonic qubits shows great potential in applications of optical communication [10–12], optimal quantum cloning [13], quantum computer networks [14], quantum key distribution [15], and quantum memory [16,17]. However, OAM qubits at optical fiber [18] telecommunication wavelengths around 1550 nm could not match the quantum information storage and processing devices based on atoms, ions or NV color centers that absorb and emit photons at visible wavelengths around 600–700 nm. Single-photon frequency upconversion is therefore considered to be utilized as a quantum information interface that enables qubits to transfer from infrared to visible regime, while
preserving the quantum state information \[19,20\]. In the last decade, those single-photon upconversion systems have featured the near unit quantum conversion efficiency, low background noise, and quantum state maintaining \[20–26\] by using a period poled lithium niobate (PPLN) media, providing a possible solution for the quantum information interface for the OAM photons.

Recently, orbital angular momentum carried light transduction based on frequency conversion was demonstrated with different schemes \[27–30\]. An ultraviolet light with OAM of 100 \(\mu\)m was generated by the second-harmonic generation (SHG) with a quasi-phase matching (QPM) crystal \[27\]. OAM conservation was verified by using a specially designed interferometer. Later, they demonstrated OAM of 2 \(\mu\)m beam SHG with 10.3\% conversion efficiency when the pump power was 219 mW in an external cavity \[28\]. And arbitrary sum arithmetic of lights with OAM in upconversion process was reported with the signal light from a Ti: sapphire laser converted in a PPKTP bulk crystal to visible area \[29\]. Moreover, an orbital angular momentum photonics quantum interface was also proposed to upconvert the heralded single-photon OAM state of 1 \(\mu\)m from 1560 nm to 525 nm in an external cavity with 8.33\% conversion efficiency at 750 mW pump power \[30\]. However, the conversion efficiency of these schemes was quite low compared to the near unit efficiency in the single-photon frequency upconversion detection demonstrations \[21–25\].

In this letter, we demonstrated quantum information interface for photons in the Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) mode with an azimuthal phase dependence. The photons carrying OAM at a telecom wavelength of 1558.0 nm were transferred to visible wavelength of 622.2 nm by sum-frequency generation (SFG) in a PPLN bulk crystal at single-photon level. Different from the previous experimental demonstration, we used synchronized pulsed pumping upconversion system, achieving a quantum conversion efficiency of 68\% with photons carrying OAM value of 1 \(\mu\)m and the background noise was as low as 3.8 \times 10^3 \text{cps}. The OAM value of SFG output was measured by a Mach-Zehnder (M-Z) interferometer with a Dove prism in one of the interferometer arm \[31\], verifying that the OAM of the signal photons was well conserved while converted by a Gaussian pump beam in the frequency upconversion process. LG modes are exploited to represent the beams with OAM, which are characterized by the azimuthal index \(l\). In such LG mode beams with an azimuthal phase dependence in form of \(\exp(il\phi)\), each photon carries an OAM of \(l\), which is the useful freedom degree in quantum communication for encoding.

Considering the QPM frequency upconversion that the infrared photons at \(\lambda_1\) are converted to visible wavelength of \(\lambda_3\) in a nonlinear \(\chi^2\) crystal under a strong pump field \(E_2\) of wavelength of \(\lambda_2\). The solution to the coupled mode equations for the single-photon frequency upconversion can be depicted as

\[
\hat{a}_i (L) = \hat{a}_i (0) \cos (\gamma E_2 L) - \hat{a}_i \sin (\gamma E_2 L), \\
\hat{a}_i (L) = \hat{a}_i (0) \sin (\gamma E_2 L) + \hat{a}_i \cos (\gamma E_2 L),
\]

where \(\hat{a}_i\) is the annihilation operator, \(L\) is the crystal length, and \(\gamma\) is the nonlinear interaction strength. When the values for the pump field \(E_2\) and the nonlinear interaction strength \(\gamma\) are large enough to fulfill \(|\gamma E_2 L| = \pi / 2\) in Eqs. (1) and (2), the quantum states at wavelength \(\lambda_i\) can be translated to the same quantum states at \(\lambda_j\) with unity quantum conversion efficiency. Besides the conservations of energy and momentum, the OAM value could be well conserved in the frequency upconversion process \[27–30, 32\], providing a quantum interface to connect the telecom channels and quantum storage devices which are using OAM encoding.
2. Experiment setup

Figure 1 outlines the experimental setup of the quantum interface for photons carrying OAM states. The scheme was consisted of a synchronized pulsed signal and pump source, a single-photon frequency upconversion system, and an interferometer for OAM verification. The signal and pump sources included two synchronized fiber pulse lasers (for the signal and pump source). The two fiber lasers were synchronized in master-slave configuration [21]. The master and slave lasers were an erbium-doped fiber laser (EDFL) and an ytterbium-doped fiber laser (YDFL), respectively. They were passively mode-locked by nonlinear polarization rotation effect. The repetition rate of YDFL was the same with that of the EDFL at 20.3 MHz. The mode-locking of the YDFL was started by injecting the amplified part of the EDFL’s output to the fiber cavity of YDFL to induce the cross phase modulation based on the nonlinear polarization rotation effect. The repetition rate of YDFL was the same with that of the EDFL at 20.3 MHz. The output from the EDFL, acting as the signal, was filtered by a fiber Bragg grating (FBG) to fulfill the acceptance bandwidth of the PPLN crystal. The spectral bandwidth of the signal was 0.5 nm with the center wavelength of 1558.0 nm, and the pulse duration of the signal was 12.4 ps. The signal pulse was attenuated to contain ~0.06 photons per pulse. The spectrum of the pump laser was also filtered by an FBG at 1035.9 nm with bandwidth of 0.3 nm. The pump laser could provide a maximum average power of 213 mW by a two-step amplification of the output of YDFL. The pulse duration of pump source was 31.4 ps, so that the corresponding signal pulse could be wholly enveloped to achieve high conversion efficiency.

Before the signal was injected to the single-photon frequency upconversion system, a vortex phase plates (VPP) (VPP-1c, RP Photonics) was inserted to the signal beam to generate a LG mode beam with OAM of $l \hbar$. The signal was combined with the pump laser by a dichroic mirror. The polarizations of the pump and signal pulses were adjusted independently by half wave-plates, and enforced to be the same by a Glan prism to satisfy the Type 0 QPM condition in the PPLN bulk crystal. The length of the PPLN crystal was 50 mm, allowing a long interaction distance of the signal photons with the pump pulses. The signal and pump beams were focused at the center of the PPLN crystal by a lens of 100-mm focal length. The operation temperature of the PPLN crystal was set at 111.3 °C with a fluctuation less than 0.1 °C. The inverse period of the PPLN crystal was 11.0 μm for accomplishing the QPM condition of the SFG. We finely tuned the time delay between the signal and pump pulse to obtain the temporal overlap, ensuring that the signal pulse would interact with the corresponding pump pulse in the PPLN crystal. Then the infrared signal was converted to visible light by SFG. The center
wavelength of SFG photons was 622.2 nm with bandwidth of 0.12 nm. The SFG was steered to pass through series of spectral filters before arriving at a flip-flap mirror. When the mirror was flipped on, the SFG light was coupled into a single-photon counting module (SPCM) (SPCM-AQR-14, PerkinElmer). Otherwise, it would be injected to the interferometer for OAM verification. The balanced M-Z interferometer was specially designed for OAM verification by inserting a Dove Prism into one arm to obtain the interference of the incoming light with its own mirror image. A delay line was set in the other arm to balance the optical delay induced by the Dove prism. Then the photons from the two arms were coupled by a beam splitter BS2 before captured by an electron multiplying CCD camera (iXon3 897, Andor), which was thermoelectrically cooled to $-85^\circ C$ to lower the dark noise.

3. Results
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Fig. 2. (a) the constant phase of a Gaussian beam with OAM value of 0; (b) and (c) the experimental and simulated intensity images of SFG output carrying OAM value of 0; (d) and (e) are the experimental and simulated images of SFG output interferometer pattern of the beam in (b) and (c); (f) the phase of the Vortex Phase Plate used to generate the LG beam; (g) and (h) experimental and simulated images of SFG output carrying OAM value of $\hbar$; (i) and (j) are the experimental and simulated images of SFG output interferometer pattern of the beam in (g) and (h).

At the beginning, the OAM value $l$ was 0 for the signal, which was a Gaussian beam in space. The phase of the wavefront was shown in Fig. 2(a). The generated SFG beam was also in Gaussian profile captured by the CCD camera as shown in Fig. 2(b). When the M-Z interferometer was closed, the interference image acquired by the CCD was the constructive pattern of the SFG output shown in Fig. 2(d), matching well with the simulated results in Fig. 2(e). Then we adjusted the VPP to obtain the photons carrying OAM of $\hbar$ as shown in Fig. 2(f). The intensity distribution of the SFG was depicted in Fig. 2(g), which was an optical ring with no photons at the center as simulated in Fig. 2(h). The interference pattern of the SFG output in Fig. 2(i) implied the OAM value of $\hbar$, matching well with the theoretical simulation of Fig. 2(j). It is proved that the OAM value was conserved in the SFG nonlinear effect process, showing that this system based on single-photon frequency upconversion could be employed successfully in the translation of infrared telecom OAM photons to the visible wavelengths while preserving very well the OAM value. Moreover, the intensity overlap between the theory and experiment was calculated by

$$F = \iint \sqrt{I_{\text{theory}}} \sqrt{I_{\text{exp}}} \, dx dy.$$  (3)
where $I_{\text{theory}}$ and $I_{\text{exp}}$ are the normalized theory and experimental intensity distribution function, respectively, and $x, y$ were the positions. Obtained from Eq. (3), for the OAM value of 0, the overlap was as high as 95.2%. When the OAM value increased to be $1h$, the overlap dropped a little to be 94.3% due to the beam size mismatch of the pump and the signal in the PPLN crystal.

![Fig. 3. Quantum conversion efficiency of signal photons carrying OAM 0 (blue line) and 1h (red line) as a function of the pump power.](image_url)

Then, the converted output photons were steered to the SPCM for quantum conversion efficiency evaluation. Considering that the total transmittance $\eta_T$ of the combined filters in front of the SPCM was about ~42% and the quantum efficiency $\eta_D$ of the SPCM was 60% with dark counts of about 200 cps at 622.2 nm, the maximum conversion efficiency of the Gaussian input signal was 82.9% when the pump power reached 213 mW, corresponding to a peak power of 0.33 kW. The conversion efficiency for $l = 0$ (blue line in Fig. 3) illustrated that the increase of the conversion efficiency became slower and then flattened when the pump power was beyond 150 mW. It is foreseeable that with the pump power further increased, the periodical oscillation of the quantum conversion efficiency dependent on the pump power would appear. However, with the photons carrying OAM of $1h$, a decrease in the quantum conversion efficiency was observed in the red curve in Fig. 3. The maximum quantum conversion efficiency was obtained to be 68% when the pump power reached the maximum of 213 mW. Compare to the high conversion efficiency of the Gaussian beam with OAM value of 0, we found that the decrease of the quantum conversion efficiency for the photons with OAM value of $1h$ was caused mainly by the spatial redistribution of signal intensity induced by the VPP and the difference of energy profile between a Gaussian and a LG beams. Besides, a long PPLN bulk crystal was adopted to obtain a high conversion efficiency. Since the dimension of the crystal was $50 \times 0.9 \times 0.5 \text{ mm}^3$, the angular acceptance was much limited with such a thickness and length [33]. Therefore, when the beam size of the signal increased due to the spatial phase modulation by the VPP to higher OAM modes, the conversion efficiency decreased because of the non-perfect overlap of the signal beam with the pump beam in the crystal.

In quantum information techniques, the quantum states are quite sensitive to the environmental noise, especially for the quantum states translation. Therefore, we evaluated the noise of the system with the SPCM by blocking the signal beam. As shown in Fig. 4, with the increase of the pump laser power, the noise of the system increased due to the parametric fluorescence induced by the strong pump field in the PPLN crystal [21, 23]. But thanks to the synchronized pulsed pump system, the noise of the system was only $3.8 \times 10^3 \text{ cps}$ even at the
maximum pump power of 213 mW, corresponding to only $1.9 \times 10^{-4}$ noise photons per pulse. Figure 4 illustrated the signal to noise ratio of LG modes $l = 0$ (red) and $l = 1$ (blue). When the pump power increased from 0 to 60 mW, the SNR raised rapidly for the quantum conversion efficiency increased sharply. Beyond that, the SNR of Gaussian beam decreased as the conversion efficiency became saturated. For LG beam $l = 1$, the SNR was stable as the conversion efficiency linearly increased with the pump power. At the maximum pump power, the SNR was still as high as about 50:1.

![Fig. 4. Signal to noise ratio for different OAM value beams (Left) and the background noise (Right) as a function of the pump power.](image)

### 4. Discussion

In summary, we demonstrate the high efficiency frequency upconversion of photons carrying orbital angular momentum for a quantum information interface. Photons carrying OAM of $\hbar$ were converted from telecom wavelength to the visible regime with 68% quantum conversion efficiency, which could be potential applied in quantum information techniques using OAM encoding of the photons. Further research should be done to improve the system toward high efficiency and high speed to fulfill the requirement of a practical quantum interface to connect the quantum communication and quantum memory.
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